C H A P T E R T W O : Transformations

Looking ahead

Thoughtfulness was a vital part of the culture. Mark em-

The 1990s had brought major transformations to BAYADA

braces technology rather than fears it, and he figured that

and the Baiada family. The company was about to turn 25.

the growth of computers and the internet could only help

Approaching that milestone prompted Mark to do some

in that regard. Every gesture counts: The BAYADA Bulletin

extra soul-searching, an activity that is second nature to

lists employee birthdays every month, for example, and if

him. What would the twenty-first century BAYADA look and

Mark couldn’t write individual cards, he could compose

feel like?

companywide cards and emails for National Nurses Week,

As he had predicted, keeping the tight-knit family feel
was a constant challenge. For many years, for example, he
had recognized each employee’s birthday with a personal

Thanksgiving, and the December holidays. Extra-special
holiday gifts could go out to every office employee.
With those thoughts in mind, Mark turned his attention

phone call. Every December, he would carve out time to

toward the year 2000 and a new chapter in the company’s

call every office and wish each employee the happiest of

history.

holidays. But because of BAYADA’s phenomenal growth,
there were no longer enough hours in the day for Mark to
do that—at least for much longer.
LE F T: A sampling of holiday,

Thanksgiving, and National Nurses
Week cards that are designed
in house and sent to employees
annually.
RIG H T: An imaginative employee

created this Monopoly®-style home
health care game as a gift to the
Baiadas. The playing pieces included
a nurse’s cap, a stethoscope, a
telephone, a client using a walker,
and a BAYADA dove. The rule sheet
said, in part, that “BAYADA Nurses’
goals are to play as hard as they
work” and “to be recognized and
respected for the important games
they play.”
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